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In American Reset, the final chapter of the Economic Collapse Chronicles, the ultimate contest

between liberty and tyranny reaches the apex. The Bair family and their neighbors learn the true

value of community as they rely on each other to survive the war and the effects of the financial

meltdown. Will the collapse bring an oppressive regime that enslaves the American people, or will

the patriots prevail and guide the country back to a place of freedom, peace and prosperity?
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Mark Goodwin is a gifted writer who transports the reader directly into this realistic plot . A story line

that is so realistic ,it could certainly be future history waiting to be recorded. The human emotion,

condition, fear, pain, love, courage, faith, integrity, and patriotism, is clearly spelled out and felt in

this third volume in the series. Any of the 3 books can be read, but as with any series, the reader will

get the most of this great composition by reading them in order. If you are questioning big

government, concerned about Federal debt, or have a loss of confidence in the direction of our

government, you will appreciate this entire series. I really appreciate Mark Goodwins use, and

combination of Bible scripture and our forefathers statements at the beginning of each chapter. As

Americans, we need to be reminded of where we really came from. Those who forget history are

doomed to repeat it.

I just couldn't wait for the third book! From the first book I really liked the down to earth way Mark



talks about the fundamental economic problems facing America in a way anyone should

understand. I've read other books with great information and a so-so storyline but Mark is great at

both. His series prompted me to do more research and digging into our national state of affairs and

its eye opening. Gift his books to anyone who questions preparedness. I love all the biblical

references and quotes and especially love the clean story. I get tired of reading dystopian fiction

that's all cuss words and adjectives about guns and the story is all fluff! That's not what you'll get in

this book.In book three it picks up right where book two left off and starts off with some serious

trouble for our favorite character and a great, realistic plot which totally sucked me in. I've been

reading every spare minute I could. I could not put it down!So glad Mark wrapped up this series with

a great ending.... But I will miss the Bair family. I can't wait to see what Mark writes next! Also check

out his podcasts they are very informative and professional. A great resource for anyone who wants

to get ready for whatever might come.

If you enjoy a prepper/stuff hitting the fan book and the Lord reigns supreme in your life, this

book/series is most certainly for you. The author has made it abundantly clear, from the beginning,

where he stands in his faith. On the other hand, if you are offended by God being placed at the

helm, this series may not be for you.I was waiting for the third book to come out even before I

finished the second one. Waiting was painful. I could not be more pleased with the final book. Good

wholesome language, well edited, excellent continuity, and a story that will leave you praying to be

with people like the characters in the book, when (not if) things fall apart.This caused me to stop and

take a hard look at what we are facing. This series (and I have read ALL the books of this genre)

made the play by play of the Coalition and Federal Government very realistic and felt like it could

become terrifyingly real. If you believe in this,as I do, this story makes the most sense. Quite frankly,

I think things will pan out far worse but it is anybody's guess.I am so looking forward to the next

series...like I said, waiting is painful!!!

First off, the author is a Christian. He takes his faith in Christ very seriously, so naturally it comes

out through his writing. He starts off the acknowledgments with a verse from John, and thanks

Jesus Christ for making him the person he is today. If Christianity offends or bothers you, go ahead

and stop now and select something else.Otherwise, this is book three of his Economic Collapse

Chronicles. The author takes present economic conditions, and takes them to their logical

conclusion. Our nations spending is unsustainable, and eventually it all has to collapse.Each

chapter begins with either a quote from the Bible, or a quote from one of the Founding Fathers. I



found that each quote somehow was tied into the story described in the chapter.What I liked about

the series is the characters are not perfect. They don't have the $250,000 retreat in the hills

somewhere, and enough firepower to take Russia on singlehandedly. They are ordinary average

people who make mistakes, and are forced to deal with a world that has gone sour very

quickly.Since this is the final book in the series, he wraps up the storyline, and closes everything

out. I appreciate that. I would have liked to continue to read further in this storyline, but at least we

get some closure.As a bonus, my home of Oklahoma makes an appearance in the story! As most

prepper fiction seems to take place in either Florida, Texas or Idaho, it's fun to see Oklahoma make

the storyline.Overall I enjoyed the series, and I appreciated the storyline from a Christian,

Constitutional viewpoint.

just finished the book after starting earlier today. all three novels have been engaging interesting

and timely. each book continuing the story in a nearly seamless fashion. poignant quotes from the

founders and the Bible scriptures cited were on point for me. nice blend of story and tech info in a

believable way.
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